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Abstract
Motor imagery (MI) is widely used to study cognitive action control. Although, the neural
simulation theory assumes that MI and motor execution (ME) share many common features,
the extent of similarity and whether it spreads into the preparation phase is still under
investigation. Here we asked, whether an extension of physiological mental preparation has a
comparable effect on MI and ME. Data were recorded using wireless functional near-infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS) in a two-stage task design where subjects were cued with or without
preparatory stimuli to either execute or imagine complex sequential thumb-finger tasks. The
main finding is that the extended mental preparation has a significant positive effect on
oxy-hemoglobin (∆[O(2)Hb]) in response to MI, which is proportionally larger as that found in
response to ME. Furthermore, fNIRS was capable to discriminate within each task whether it
was preceded by preparatory stimuli or not. Transition from mental preparation to actual
performance (ME or MI) was reflected by a dip of the fNIRS signal presumably related to
underlying cortical processes changing between preparation and task performance.
Statistically significant main effects of 'Preparation' and 'Task' showed that ∆[O(2)Hb] during
preparation was preparation-specific, i.e., positively affected by the presence of preparatory
stimuli, whereas during task performance ∆[O(2)Hb] was both preparation- and task-specific,
i.e., additionally affected by the task mode. These results are particularly appealing from a
practical point of view for making use of MI in neuroscientific applications. Especially
neurorehabilitation and neural interfaces may benefit from utilizing positive interactions
between mental preparation and MI performance.
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Abstract  
Motor imagery (MI) is widely used to study cognitive action control. Although, the neural simulation 
theory assumes that MI and motor execution (ME) share many common features, the extent of 
similarity and whether it spreads into the preparation phase is still under investigation. Here we asked, 
whether an extension of physiological mental preparation has a comparable effect on MI and ME. 
Data were recorded using wireless functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) in a two-stage task 
design where subjects were cued with or without preparatory stimuli to either execute or imagine 
complex sequential thumb-finger tasks. 
The main finding is that the extended mental preparation has a significant positive effect on oxy-
hemoglobin (∆[O2Hb]) in response to MI, which is proportionally larger as that found in response to 
ME. Furthermore, fNIRS was capable to discriminate within each task whether it was preceded by 
preparatory stimuli or not. Transition from mental preparation to actual performance (ME or MI) was 
reflected by a dip of the fNIRS signal presumably related to underlying cortical processes changing 
between preparation and task performance. Statistically significant main effects of ´Preparation´ and 
´Task´ showed that ∆[O2Hb] during preparation was preparation-specific, i.e. positively affected by the 
presence of preparatory stimuli, whereas during task performance ∆[O2Hb] was both preparation- and 
task-specific, i.e. additionally affected by the task mode.  
These results are particularly appealing from a practical point of view for making use of MI in 
neuroscientific applications. Especially neurorehabilitation and neural interfaces may benefit from 
utilizing positive interactions between mental preparation and MI performance. 
 
Keywords: wireless functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), mental preparation, motor imagery, 
motor execution, oxy-hemoglobin, neurorehabilitation 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motor imagery (MI) 
Motor imagery (MI) has been described as the mental rehearsal of voluntary movement (Jeannerod, 
2001). According to the so-called simulation hypothesis (Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Jeannerod, 1994), MI 
activates a cortical network located in primary motor cortex (M1) and secondary motor areas, such as 
premotor cortex (PMC), supplementary motor area (SMA) and parietal cortices (Fadiga et al., 1995) 
which is thought to overlap with that responsible for the actual execution of the same motor action 
(Decety, 1996a; Lotze et al., 1999).  
Likewise motor execution (ME), it is suggested, that the cognitive processes underlying MI comprise 
two consecutive phases (Cunnington et al., 2005; Thoenissen et al., 2002). While the first phase 
consists of mental preparation to set up planning for a given task, the second phase involves the 
actual performance of the task, e.g. execution or imagery. Though extensive evidence has been 
provided that MI and ME share many common features (Decety, 1996b), the extent of similarity and 
whether it spreads into the mental preparation phase has only recently attracted the attention of 
researchers. 
1.2 Mental preparation  
So far, mental preparation preceding MI has been investigated using traditional methods such as 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Hanakawa et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2002) and 
electroencephalography (EEG) (Kranczioch et al., 2009; Caldara et al., 2004; Cunnington et al., 1996; 
Kranczioch et al., 2010). These studies indicate that in the early stages of preparatory processes both, 
mental preparation of ME and MI generate comparable values of signal amplitudes possibly involving 
similar cortical areas (Kranczioch et al., 2009). In particular, the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-
SMA) has been suggested to play the relevant role in encoding motor actions during mental 
preparation. This area is thought to generate motor representations of the related movement pattern 
which are then maintained in readiness for action (Cunnington et al., 2005). However, at the late stage 
of preparatory processes differences in signal amplitudes between actual and imagined motor actions 
emerge, presumably consisting of a quantitative modulation of the activity of the associated motor 
structures (Caldara et al., 2004). The resulting cortical activation measured by traditional neuroimaging 
methods is thereby usually lower during MI as compared to ME (Porro et al., 1996). 
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It is known that mental preparation increases signal amplitudes and performance of ME (Biddle, 1985; 
Feltz and Landers, 1983). One obvious question is whether the same effect of mental preparation can 
be observed for MI. Further, the process of mental preparation following the physiological time course 
is usually a very short-lived and rather unconscious process happening within milliseconds. Hence, a 
second question is whether there is an option to make use of a manipulation of the preparation phase 
to make mental preparation accessible and thereby measurable. A possible and feasible manipulation 
would be a temporal extension of the duration of the preparation phase. 
In this study we aimed to answer these two questions: 1) Does mental preparation have the same 
effect on MI as on ME, i.e. an increase in signal amplitudes and in performance? 2) Does an extension 
of the preparation phase to several seconds preceding MI and ME have an influence on the resulting 
cortical oxygenation?  
To test this we studied MI and ME proceeded by an extended preparation time interval while providing 
mental preparatory stimuli and compared this to the absence of preparatory stimuli. To record cortical 
oxygenation changes we used functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), an optical brain imaging 
method, that has been previously shown to be a suitable tool for monitoring MI (Coyle et al., 2007; 
Coyle et al., 2004; Kanoh et al., 2009; Sitaram et al., 2007). We hypothesized that using this approach 
we would be able 1) to separate the neural processes underlying this preparatory activation and the 
following performance, i.e. motor or imagery performance; 2) to provide insights into topographical 
aspects and the physiological time course from mental preparation to MI performance reflected in the 
fNIRS signal; and 3) to suggest how possible neural components reflecting preparatory processes 
could be used to improve current neurorehabilitative strategies. 
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2 Material and methods 
2.1 Subjects 
15 healthy subjects were included (8 males, mean age 28 years, range 23 – 35 years). One subject 
was excluded from analysis due to missing signal acquisition. All subjects were right-handed as 
assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI) (Oldfield, 1971), with mean Laterality 
Quotient (LQ) of 79, range 69 - 100; mean deciles level of 5.6, range 2 - 10. Exclusion criteria were 
any history of visual, neurological or psychiatric disorders or any current medication. All subjects gave 
informed consent. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study was approved by 
the ethics committee of the Canton of Zurich and was in accordance with the latest version of the 
Helsinki declaration. All subjects completed the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI) (Oldfield, 
1971) assessing hand dominance to select right handed subjects only.  
2.2 Experimental protocol 
Each subject participated in one session. All experiments were conducted in a quiet room at the 
Institute of Neuroinformatics, University of Zurich and ETH Zurich. Subjects were asked to sit in front 
of a LCD monitor (94cm diagonal, 1366 x 768 pixels) at a comfortable distance of approximately 60 
cm from the eyes.  
The experimental design consisted of a two-stage task design S1-S2 in which each trial comprised two 
phases (preparation phase and production phase) cued by two stimuli (S1 and S2) (Fig. 1). Stimuli 
were presented using white numbers on the screen generated by the software Presentation® 
(Neurobehavioral systems, Albany, USA). The following four task conditions were presented: 1) Prep-
ME: preparatory stimuli (Prep, S1) followed by motor execution (ME, S2), 2) NoPrep-ME: no 
preparatory stimuli (NoPrep, S1) followed by motor execution (ME, S2), 3) Prep-MI: preparatory stimuli 
(Prep, S1) followed by motor imagery (MI, S2) and 4) NoPrep-MI: no preparatory stimuli (NoPrep, S1) 
followed by motor imagery (MI, S2).  
Both ME and MI consisted of complex sequential thumb-finger opposition tasks using the right hand. 
The number stimuli (e.g. 2-2-5-3-4) symbolized the numbered fingers of a hand, 1 = thumb, 2 = index 
finger, 3 = middle finger, 4 = ring finger and 5 = little finger. The thumb was used as opponent in all 
sequences and was therefore not mentioned explicitly in the number stimuli. For example, the 
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sequence 2-2-5-3-4 indicated the following thumb-finger oppositions: index finger twice, little finger 
once, middle finger once, and ring finger once. Three sequences of similar complexity were presented 
in a randomized order.  
In the two Prep-conditions with preparatory stimuli, S1 presented the task sequence (e.g. 2-2-5-3-4), 
followed by S2 indicating to either repetitively execute (e.g. 2-2-5-3-4 MOVE) or imagine (e.g. 2-2-5-3-
4 IMAGE) the task. During this preparation phase subjects were instructed to mentally prepare the 
task, while withholding any performance. In contrast, in the two NoPrep-conditions without preparatory 
stimuli, S1 presented only two arrows pointing inwards (><) without information about the next task, 
followed again by S2 indicating to either repetitively execute (e.g. 2-2-5-3-4 MOVE) or imagine (e.g. 2-
2-5-3-4 IMAGE) the thumb-finger opposition task. During these NoPrep-conditions subjects were 
instructed to remain resting after S1 and to start the task only immediately after the presentation of S2. 
An example of the trial layout is shown in Figure 1.  
Prior to recording, subjects completed several practice trials to familiarise with and properly 
understand the tasks. In total, 12 trials of each condition consisting of stimulation phases (S1 
preparation phase (10 sec) + S2 production phase (15 sec) = total 25 sec) were presented alternating 
with rest phases (15 sec); resulting in 48 trials per subject with a total duration of 32 min. During the 
rest phases a fixation cross was presented and subjects were instructed to simply watch the screen 
and remain motionless. All trials were randomized between the four conditions and between the three 
different task sequences. Subjects were reminded to perform the executed and imagined movements 
as precise and as fast as possible. After half of the experiment subjects were allowed to take a break 
and continue by pressing the mouse button. 
In all imagery conditions, subjects were asked to use kinesthetic MI (i.e. individuals using imagery to 
imagine how movements feel, supposedly associated with kinesthetic feeling) since recent studies 
demonstrated that kinesthetic rather than visual imagery (i.e. individuals imagine watching themselves 
performing a task) modulates cortico-motor excitability (Stinear et al., 2006; Neuper et al., 2005).  
- Figure 1 – 
2.3 NIRS instrumentation  
fNIRS is a non-invasive technique based on neurovascular coupling, which exploits the effect of 
metabolic activity due to neural processing on the oxygenation of cerebral tissue. Utilizing this tight 
coupling between neuronal activity and localized cerebral blood flow, fNIRS measures hemodynamic 
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changes associated with cortical activation, i.e. typically an increase in oxy-hemoglobin concentration 
[O2Hb] and a decrease in deoxy-hemoglobin concentration [HHb] (Hoshi and Tamura, 1993). The 
[O2Hb] change usually has a considerably higher amplitude than the [HHb] change and hence also a 
higher contrast to noise ratio. The reason is that while an increased O2-consumption reduces [O2Hb], 
both the concurrent increased cerebral blood flow and volume lead to an increase in [O2Hb]. For 
[HHb] the increase in blood flow and volume lead to opposite effects and thus, the total change in 
[HHb] has a smaller amplitude (Wolf et al., 2002). fNIRS was recorded using a novel miniaturized 
fNIRS sensor previously described in detail (Muehlemann et al., 2008). This wireless and portable 
fNIRS sensor does not require the subject’s body or head to be restrained, and therefore can be used 
as a brain monitoring tool in everyday environments. The senor components are mounted onto a four-
layer rigid-flexible printed circuit board (PCB) which, in combination with a highly flexible casing made 
of medical grade silicone, enables the sensor to be aligned to curved body surfaces such as the head. 
The size of the device is 92 x 40 x 22 mm and weighs 40 g. The optical system comprises four light 
sources at two different wavelengths (760 nm and 870 nm) and four detectors (PIN silicon 
photodiodes) (Fig. 2). The power is provided by a rechargeable battery, which allows a continuous 
data acquisition for 180 minutes at full light emission power. The light intensity is sampled at 100 Hz 
and the resulting data are transmitted wirelessly to the host computer by Bluetooth. The operating 
range of the sensor is about 5 m.  
For fNIRS recording, one sensor was placed over the subject’s left hemisphere over F3 according to 
the international 10-20 system (Jaspers, 1958). With the compact sensor of 37.5 mm length and 25 
mm width, we assumed to cover secondary motor areas, presumably including PMC and SMA. 
Cortical activation in these areas has been previously described during MI performance (Chen et al., 
2009; Hanakawa et al., 2003). The sensor was fixed on the subject’s head using self-adhesive 
bandages (Derma Plast CoFix 40 mm, IVF Hartmann, Neuhausen, Switzerland). 
- Figure 2 – 
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3 Data analysis 
Since head and body movement of some subjects caused movement artifacts (MAs) in the recorded 
hemodynamic signals, a recently developed method (Scholkmann et al., 2010) was used to reduce 
these MAs from the raw signals prior to analysis. The method comprises a new algorithm that is based 
on the calculation of the moving standard deviation (to semi-automatically detect MAs) and the 
application of a spline interpolation to the MA-affected parts of the time series (to reduce the MAs). 
By measuring intensity of NIR light after its transmission through tissue, it is possible to determine 
oxygenation changes over time of oxy-hemoglobin (O2Hb) and deoxy-hemoglobin (HHb), which 
represent the dominant light absorbers for living tissue in the NIR spectral band. By applying the 
modified Beer-Lambert law (MBLL), the concentration for O2Hb and HHb ([O2Hb], [HHb]) were 
computed from the measured absorption changes (Delpy et al., 1988; Wray et al., 1988). 
A program for MATLAB® (Version 2008a) was written and applied to pre-process the raw light 
intensity values and to compute [O2Hb] and [HHb] changes. The measurement files that were 
acquired during the fNIRS experiment containing the intensity signals of the NIR light, sampled at 100 
Hz for all combinations of light-sources, wavelengths and detectors, as well as the intensity of the 
ambient light. The program subtracts the ambient light intensities from the fNIRS measurement values 
before low-pass filtering (7th order Chebyshew with 20 dB attenuation at 5 Hz) and decimates the 
signals to a sampling rate of 10 Hz. Consecutively, the MBLL is used to compute the changes of 
[O2Hb] and [HHb] applying differential path lengths factors (DPF) of 6.75 for the 760 nm and 6.50 for 
the 870 nm light-sources (Zhao et al., 2002). The linear signal drift is then subtracted from the 
resulting [O2Hb] and [HHb] signals. Source-detector combinations (channels) that did not show ME 
related oxygenation changes in individual subjects were excluded from further analysis, since it was 
assumed that those channels did not cover the activated cerebral region at all. For this reason the 
fourth channel was excluded from analysis as its more lateral location was prone to high artifacts and 
had a very low signal to noise ratio. 
The analysis using SPSS (Version 17.0) focused on the mean response at the last 3 sec of the 
preparation phase (S1) and the 4th-7th sec of the production phase (S2). The statistical significance of 
the intra-condition differences between ([HHb]rest, [O2Hb]rest, baselines) and ([HHb]stim, [O2Hb]stim, 
stimulation amplitudes during preparation and/or production phases), later referred to as ∆[HHb] and 
∆[O2Hb], was analyzed over channels 1-3 for within and between conditions using the paired t-test. 
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The statistical significance of the mean ∆[O2Hb] and ∆[HHb] for the paired factors ‘Task’ (ME vs MI), 
‘Preparation’ (Prep vs NoPrep), and ‘Channels’ (inter-channels) using repeated three-way measure 
ANOVA; the alpha-value for significance was set to ≤ 0.05 and the Bonferroni correction was applied 
to eliminate the problem of multiple comparisons. Two-tailed Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) with 
p-value (significance level p ≤ 0.05) were calculated to evaluate correlations by fixing either of the task 
modalities while comparing the mean ∆[O2Hb] in each single subject for pairs of the tasks (NoPrep-
ME vs Prep-ME and NoPrep-MI vs Prep-MI) and pairs of the preparatory stimuli (NoPrep-ME vs 
NoPrep-MI and Prep-ME vs Prep-MI). 
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4 Results  
We first analyzed the temporal profile of ∆[O2Hb] in channels 1-3 of the left hemispheres, after 
averaging over all subjects (Fig. 3). At the group level, we observed a hemodynamic response 
function that reflected the time course of the experimental trial. Both the preparation phase and the 
production phase were appreciably evident localized in time.  
After the onset of the preparation phase (S1) a distinct response pattern for the four conditions was 
found replicating the effect of preparatory stimuli: In both Prep-conditions that provided preparatory 
number stimuli (Prep-ME, Prep-MI) the ∆[O2Hb] response increased approximately three seconds 
after the onset of the preparation phase (S1); whereas in the two other NoPrep-conditions without 
preparatory stimuli (NoPrep-ME, NoPrep-MI), either no or a distinctly lower increase was observed.  
After the onset of the production phase (S2) a second distinct response pattern became evident 
approximately four seconds after S2 reflecting the effect of the task mode: In both Prep-conditions 
(Prep-ME, Prep-MI) larger ∆[O2Hb] responses were found as compared to the NoPrep-conditions. 
Although the same pattern was found in both task modes, ME elicited overall larger ∆[O2Hb] 
responses as compared to MI. However, the proportional ∆[O2Hb] changes, i.e. the comparative 
change in amplitude between NoPrep-and Prep-conditions, were proportionally larger in response to 
MI (preparation phase: Δ[O2Hb] in Prep-condition was 2.9 times larger than in NoPrep-condition; 
production phase: Δ[O2Hb] in Prep-condition was 2.3 times larger than in NoPrep-condition) as 
compared to ME (preparation phase: Δ[O2Hb] in Prep-condition was 2.4 times larger than in NoPrep-
condition; production phase: Δ[O2Hb] in Prep-condition was 1.3 times larger than in NoPrep-
condition). Additionally, this shows that in the preparation phase the changes between the NoPrep- 
and the Prep- ∆[O2Hb] signals were slightly larger as compared to in the production phase (Tab. 2). 
As illustrated in the graph plot (Fig. 3), we observed a dip of the ∆[O2Hb] signal between the 
preparation and the production phase after the first 15 s of the experimental trial. This dip appears 
prominent in the Prep-conditions (Prep-ME, Prep-MI) and may therefore be related to the underlying 
cortical processes that change between preparation and task execution. The same data are shown in 
a sample subject plot (Fig. 4) demonstrating that the dip is also reflected on the single subject basis. 
Here, likewise on the group level, the dip is prominent in the Prep-conditions (Fig. 4, top plots) as 
compared to the NoPrep-conditions (Fig. 4, bottom plots).  
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To verify the statistical significance of these observations, we calculated for each subject the mean 
value during the two time windows marked in Fig. 3. Previous fNIRS studies showed that Δ[O2Hb] is 
more sensitive to motor-related activity changes than Δ[HHb] (Miyai et al., 2001; Hatakenaka et al., 
2007; Strangman et al., 2002). We thus focused in the following analysis on Δ[O2Hb] signals. When 
collapsing ∆[O2Hb] activity for each channel during these time windows, as compared with baseline 
(rest phase) the effects of both factors become evident. Fig. 5 shows these values for the preparation 
(Top) and production (Bottom) phase as the mean change ∆[O2Hb] profile in a bar plot.  
Repeated three-way measure ANOVA (Tab. 1) showed that during the preparation phase (S1), a 
larger mean ∆[O2Hb] amplitude was observed when subjects were preparing for actions (ME / MI) 
compared to when they were not preparing it (f(1, 14) = 5.50, p = .034). This effect of ´Preparation´ 
shows that the ∆[O2Hb] signal amplitude during the preparation phase was preparation-specific, i.e. 
positively affected by the presence of preparatory stimuli. Paired t-test of mean ∆[O2Hb] in the 
preparation phase revealed a statistical significant difference between conditions NoPrep-ME and 
Prep-ME (t = -2.04; p = .044) as well as between NoPrep-MI and Prep-MI (t = -2.32; p = .016). There 
was no reliable effect of task on the preparation phase (F(1, 14) = 0.09, p = 0.775). There was a 
reliable effect of channels (f(2, 28) = 5.71, p = .009) with strongest effects observed at channel 2 
compared with channel 1 and 3, though the inter-channel differences were not significant.   
The same analysis for the production phase (S2) revealed again a larger mean ∆[O2Hb] when 
subjects were preparing for an action (ME / MI) compared to when they were not preparing it (f(1, 14) 
= 5.93, p = .002). Paired t-test in the production phase showed only a statistical significant difference 
between conditions NoPrep-MI and Prep-MI (t = -2.54; p = .028), while the difference between 
conditions NoPrep-ME and Prep-ME (t = -1.98; p = .059) was just under the level of significance (Fig. 
5). In addition, there was also a reliable effect of task on the production phase (f(1, 14) = 5.38, p 0 
.017) and of channels (f(2, 28) = 35.04, p = .023) with strongest effects again observed at channel 2 
compared with channel 1 and 3, though the inter-channel differences were not significant. Here, the 
effects of ´Preparation´ and ´Task´ show that the ∆[O2Hb] signal amplitude during the production 
phase was both preparation- and task-specific, i.e. additionally affected by the task mode. No 
interactions between these effects were observed in either phase.  
Overall in channels 1-3 we found similar oxygenation values reflecting the effects of the factors 
‘Preparation’ and ‘Task’ in the preparation and production phase. In the preparation phase, the mean 
∆[O2Hb] changes averaged over channels 1-3 and all subjects (Tab. 2) were largest in condition Prep-
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MI, followed by Prep-ME, NoPrep-ME and NoPrep-MI. In the production phase, the ∆[O2Hb] pattern 
changed with largest changes in condition Prep-ME, followed by Prep-MI, NoPrep-ME and NoPrep-MI. 
Intra-condition analysis of the mean amplitudes between [O2Hb]rest and [O2Hb]stim for the production 
phase using the paired t-test (Tab. 2) revealed statistical significance in all conditions, except NoPrep-
MI in the preparation phase.  
- Table 1, 2 – 
- Figure 3, 4, 5– 
The previous results showed that, at wireless NIRS imaging is capable of discriminating between 
motor and imagery tasks and, within each task, whether the task was preceded by a preparatory 
stimuli or not. To evaluate whether the single subject level also revealed a relation between 
performance and signal amplitude of the production phase, we investigated the correlation between 
different independent measures obtained for each subject. Since none of the factors were blocked, all 
four conditions (ME, MI) * (NoPrep, Prep) were independent. We reasoned that if the different 
oxygenation profiles revealed distinct functional mechanisms, then we would expect correlations within 
task modes or preparatory stimuli.  
To quantify the correlations between preparatory stimuli and task mode, we compared the ∆[O2Hb] 
changes (µmol/l) of the production phase for each single subject for pairs of the tasks (NoPrep-ME vs 
Prep-ME and NoPrep-MI vs Prep-MI, top panels)  and pairs of the preparatory stimuli (NoPrep-ME vs 
NoPrep-MI and Prep-ME vs Prep-MI, bottom panels) (Fig. 6). For simplicity this is illustrated only for 
one channel, but the data are very similar for other channels. Consistent with the ANOVA results, two 
relevant findings were observed: First, when comparing MI across the preparatory stimuli, as expected 
the responses were positively correlated (r = .71; p < .001), i.e. larger ∆[O2Hb] signal amplitude in the 
Prep-condition as compared to the NoPrep-condition. The same correlation for ME was not significant 
(r = .17; p = .34). Second, when comparing the Prep-condition across the task modes, the responses 
were again positively correlated (r = .72; p < .001), i.e. subjects who showed higher ∆[O2Hb] 
responses during ME consistently showed high response level during MI. No correlation was found 
when fixing the NoPrep-condition (r = .13; p = .65). 
- Figure 6 – 
Taken together our results show that an extension of the physiological mental preparation phase has a 
significant positive effect on ∆[O2Hb] in response to MI.  
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1) Wireless fNIRS based on the ∆[O2Hb] signal amplitude was capable to discriminate between 
motor and imagery tasks and, within each task, to reflect whether the task was preceded by 
preparatory stimuli or not. 
2) The transition from mental preparation to actual performance may be reflected by a dip of the 
fNIRS signal between these two phases. 
3) The main effects of ´Preparation´ and ´Task´ showed that the ∆[O2Hb] signal amplitude during 
the preparation phase was preparation-specific, i.e. positively affected by the presence of 
preparatory stimuli, whereas during the production phase it was both preparation- and task-
specific, i.e. additionally affected by the task mode. 
4) Positive correlations were found between MI signal amplitudes and the presence and absence 
of preparatory stimuli as well as between signal amplitudes in the Prep-conditions and the task 
mode.  
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5 Discussion 
We present data of findings on the interaction between mental preparation, motor imagery (MI) and 
motor execution (ME) during complex sequential thumb-finger opposition tasks in healthy subjects 
recorded by wireless fNIRS.  
Our experimental design was motivated by the known two facts that first, mental preparation of ME 
increases signal amplitudes and performance (Biddle, 1985; Feltz et al., 1983) and second, that 
mental preparation following the physiological time course is usually a very short-lived and rather 
unconscious process. In this study we therefore asked first, whether mental preparation has a 
comparable effect on MI and second, whether an extension of the physiological mental preparation 
phase makes the underlying oxygenation changes measurable by fNIRS. These questions are 
particular appealing from a practical point of view for neuroscientific applications that make use of MI 
performance in various training and treatment strategies.  
5.1 Extension of mental preparation phase 
Our experimental paradigm aimed to represent the described physiological process of motor actions 
including a preparation and a production phase, except that the time interval of the preparation phase 
has been extended. This extension of the time interval was chosen to be 10 s, since we assumed that 
by removing the time as the limiting factor fNIRS could reliably detect the rather slow cortical 
hemodynamic changes. Hence, while the first 10 s of each experimental trial comprised the time of 
mental preparation for planning the given task sequence, the 15 s afterwards comprised the actual 
performance of the ME or MI tasks. 
During the Prep-conditions subjects were instructed to only mentally prepare the given task sequence, 
while withholding any performance. Mental preparation is thought to be a semiautomatic or even 
unconscious process difficult to suppress. As described in a previous fMRI study that investigated 
mental preparation, we assumed that subjects would immediately associate the presented number 
stimuli with the required task sequence and completed planning of the thumb-finger task (Hanakawa et 
al., 2008). Therefore, the S1 number stimuli would instantaneously let subjects recognize the 
movement pattern to perform in response to the next S2 stimulus, yet subjects did not know which 
task mode (ME or MI) would follow. Consequently, the S1 preparatory stimuli should have evoked 
similar activity in both Prep-conditions (ME and MI), associated primarily with establishment of the 
action plan, which was then encoded into memory. In our data, this preparatory activation was 
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detected as ∆[O2Hb] increase within the extended preparatory time interval (Fig. 3, preparation phase 
0-10 sec). As expected, the amplitude of this increase appeared within the same ∆[O2Hb] level for 
both Prep-ME and Prep-MI (Cunnington et al., 1996). Together with the ANOVA outcome (Tab. 1), 
these results clearly showed that the ∆[O2Hb] signal amplitude during the preparation phase was 
specifically affected by the presence or absence of preparatory stimuli, i.e. the effect reflected in the 
fNIRS signal was preparatory stimuli specific. 
5.2 Effect of mental preparation on MI  
After the end of the preparation phase the fNIRS signal decreased, followed by a second increase 
triggered by the S2 stimuli. Compared to the effect observed in the preparation phase, where the 
∆[O2Hb] signal was merely dependent on the presence of absence of preparatory stimuli (Prep or 
NoPrep), i.e. preparation-specific, the ∆[O2Hb] increase in the production phase was additionally 
affected by the task mode (ME or MI), i.e. preparation- and task-specific (Fig. 3, production phase 10-
25 sec, Tab. 1). Further, in the preparation phase the changes between the NoPrep- and the Prep- 
∆[O2Hb] signals were slightly larger as compared to in the production phase (Tab. 2). In addition, 
when comparing the changes in amplitude between NoPrep-ME and Prep-ME the statistical difference 
was just under the level of significance (t = -1.98; p = 0.059), while changes in amplitude between 
NoPrep-MI and Prep-MI did reach a highly significant difference (t = -2.54; p = 0.028). However, in 
comparison with previous findings where the difference between executed and imagined motor actions 
became evident at the late stage of the preparation phase, in our study no difference was found 
between ME and MI tasks before or after the transition from preparation to actual performance. This 
transition may consist of a quantitative modulation of the activation of the associated secondary motor 
structures (Caldara et al., 2004). Hence, although ME and MI tasks did not differ, we confirmed that 
mental preparation has a positive effect on ME (Biddle, 1985; Feltz et al., 1983), and additionally 
showed that the same relationship could be found for MI tasks.  
Two facts remained unclear in our results. First, it is unclear, why the ∆[O2Hb] changes, i.e. the 
comparative change in amplitude between NoPrep-and Prep-condition, were proportionally larger in 
response to MI as compared to ME (Fig. 3, Tab. 2). And second, why the correlation when comparing 
the task mode with the presence or absence of preparatory stimuli (Prep) was strong for MI, but 
missing for ME (Fig. 6). A possible explanation for both might be that, in contrast to ME, MI requires 
an extra cognitive effort, concentration or even training, and therefore might have been benefited to a 
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proportionally larger extent from the additional preparation phase. An alternative interpretation of these 
correlations might be that subjects used MI already in the preparation phase as well as in the following 
MI production phase, i.e. unintentionally and because of lack of knowledge how to use proper mental 
preparation. However, in both cases, the extension of the preparation phase introduced in this study 
might have provided the critical time needed to allow subjects to make conscious use of the given 
preparatory stimuli – which would have been otherwise rather unconsciously and inaccessible 
(Georgieff and Jeannerod, 1998). Consequently, this additional time interval significantly facilitated the 
following MI task. Further, ME usually elicits larger ∆[O2Hb] amplitudes even without an extended 
preparation phase. Hence, even if a positive effect on performance might have been evident on ME, 
an additional effect of the preparation phase might not be visible or detectable in the fNIRS signal. 
Last, these observations might have become particularly manifest in our subjects who were untrained 
in the use of both MI and mental preparation. For this reason, different results might have been 
obtained in subjects trained, experienced or familiar with MI tasks who might have benefited to a lower 
extent from mental preparation previous to MI.  
5.3 Transition from mental preparation to actual performance 
The dip observed between the preparation phase and production phase in our sample (Fig. 3 & 4) 
might have been related to functional properties of the underlying cortical structures: Hanakawa et al. 
described a functional gradient concept in the distributed motor-related network (Hanakawa et al., 
2008; Hanakawa et al., 2003). This concept explains the dynamic temporal characteristics of the 
brain’s preparation and planning processes during ME and MI. The functional gradient thereby moves 
over time from more pre-executive-oriented areas to more motor-output-oriented areas (Geyer et al. 
2000). Preparatory activation, thought to be located primarily in the rostral part of the supplementary 
motor areas (pre-SMA) and the rostral-dorsal part of the lateral premotor cortex (pre-PMd), would 
thereby reflect pre-executive processes including the collection, planning, and integration of the 
information necessary for motor or imagery performance. As described above, this preparatory activity 
has been found to be similar for both ME and MI indicating that these processes involve similar pre-
movement preparatory processes generated in the same cortical area (Cunnington et al., 1996). 
However, the preparatory process would also include sensory-motor mapping, sequence encoding, 
and update of motor plans, which are also thought to be processed during MI. This may indicate that 
MI is more closely related to pre-executive processes of a movement than its actual execution. On the 
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other hand, MI also shows large overlapping activated areas with ME, primarily located in SMA and 
PMd, supporting the well-accepted concept that MI is founded within the motor-related brain network 
(Hanakawa et al., 2003). A possible limitation of the functional gradient hypothesis might be based on 
our experimental design. Although, the presentation of tasks with versus without preparatory stimuli 
were randomised between trials, we can not rule out that subjects somehow adapted to the timing of 
the cycles, i.e. that the oxygenation changes observed were somehow related to an expectation that 
the preparation period would end soon. Future studies would need to address this question controlled 
for this by using preparation phases randomly with varying durations. 
Last, we assumed to record over F3, i.e. covering parts of PMC and SMA. In the preparation and the 
production phase channel 2 (located between the cranial and caudal direction relative to the sensor) 
revealed larger Δ[O2Hb] amplitudes during both MI and ME as compared to channel 1 (located cranial 
relative to the sensor) and 3 (located caudal relative to the sensor) (Fig. 5). However, although a main 
effect on ‘channel’ has been observed in the ANOVA, no significant differences were found between 
the preparation and the production phase. We therefore concluded that the location of the channels 
did not provide topographical information. 
Taken together, although our results do not provide topographical information, the above described 
∆[O2Hb] signal pattern may to some extent reflect a functional gradient. Hence, the dip observed in 
our sample (Fig. 3 & 4) may represent the transition from pre-execution (preparation) to execution 
(ME or MI) of the underlying neural processes between preparation phase and production phase in the 
recorded cortical areas.  
5.4 Relevance for neurorehabilitative applications  
Previous studies investigating the physiological meaning of the processes underlying mental 
preparation showed that the combination of mental preparation and physical motor practice is 
generally effective in enhancing ME performance (Biddle, 1985; Feltz et al., 1983). Thereby, for 
maximum effectiveness, mental preparation should be used in conjunction with physical practice and 
should not be thought of as a replacement for physical practice. The degree of effectiveness of mental 
preparation is dependent on a number of variables, such as conceptualizing ability, previous 
experience, task type, and length of practice session (Weinberg, 1981). Since recently researchers 
have begun to study the effect of MI on motor performance, we aimed to investigate the missing link 
between mental preparation and MI. In accordance with previous studies (Weinberg, 1981), our results 
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suggested that the neural processes underlying this preparatory activation and the resulting 
performance, i.e. motor or imagery performance, can be separated using fNIRS.  
Although, the observed oxygenation changes did neither provide topographical information nor 
evidence about the effects of behavioral performance, we suggest that these neural components 
reflecting preparatory processes could be used in neurorehabilitative applications. To improve current 
neurorehabilitative strategies, the implementation of specific preparatory tasks eliciting activation in 
these preparatory-related areas could allow for effective use of mental preparation. As MI is now used 
in rehabilitation training programs, such preparatory tasks could then be applied preceding actual 
imagery performance to enhance the underlying vertical processes which in turn may increase and/or 
accelerate the following recovery processes. Moreover, since our results showed that the proportional 
increase in oxygenation change was larger in response to MI as compared to ME, imagery 
performance may even more benefit from such preparatory tasks. Similarly, for neural interfaces used 
in neurorehabilitative training such a separation of preparation and production processes could 
contribute to a well-targeted communication pathway between the brain and an external device. 
Although our preliminary results are encouraging, more controlled outcome studies are necessary to 
determine the effectiveness of this mental preparation technique in combination with MI in enhancing 
skilled performance. 
5.5 Study limitations 
The main limitation of this study was the lack of behavioral performance measures. Although, we have 
shown that the presence of a preparation period increases Δ[O2Hb] in the following production of overt 
or imagined motor actions, we can not provide evidence that the extended preparation lead to any 
performance benefits. First, in the preparation phase subjects were explicitly instructed in the task 
difference between preparation and production. However, we could not behaviorally measure that 
subjects were indeed preparing for each of the two motor tasks neither could it be excluded that 
subjects were already performing MI. Yet, there is neither a known behavioral measure for 
differentiation between preparation and MI nor for the production of MI alone. Therefore we can not 
prove whether the increase in Δ[O2Hb] levels after the transition to the production phase of MI was 
indeed specific activation linked to MI production. Second, during the production of ME, the addition of 
a behavioural measure, e.g. the number of completed finger-opposition cycles, could have shown 
whether subjects may have for example performed with a reduced number of mistakes or in shorter 
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movement cycle durations in the execution period as a result of the mental preparation. A behavioural 
measure may have thereby demonstrated the benefit of the extension of the preparation phase for the 
motor production phase and strengthened our results. Future studies will be recommended to include 
such a behavioral measure. 
We did not record electromyography (EMG) in order to exclude muscular activation during MI. It is 
known that during MI selective changes in EMG activity can occur that mirror those observed during 
overt movement (Guillot et al., 2007). It could be assumed that motor activity might have been present 
during the imagery tasks. Future studies need to address the relationship between EMG pattern, 
cortical oxygenation responses and subjective evaluation of MI performance.  
5.6 Conclusion 
Taken together, the main finding is that the extended mental preparation has a significant positive 
effect on ∆[O2Hb] in response to MI, which is proportionally larger compared to that found in response 
to ME. The novel wireless fNIRS was capable to discriminate between motor and imagery tasks based 
on the ∆[O2Hb] signal amplitude and, within each task, to reflect whether the task was preceded by 
preparatory stimuli or not. Moreover, the transition from mental preparation to actual performance (ME 
or MI) was reflected by a dip of the fNIRS signal presumably related to underlying cortical processes 
changing between preparation and task performance. Significant main effects of ´Preparation´ and 
´Task´ showed that ∆[O2Hb] during preparation was preparation-specific, i.e. positively affected by the 
presence of preparatory stimuli, whereas during the production phase ∆[O2Hb] was both preparation- 
and task-specific, i.e. additionally affected by the task mode. 
Although these findings on the interaction between mental preparation and imagery may be still limited 
in interpretation, our results are particular appealing from a physiological point of view making use of 
MI in neuroscientific applications. Especially neurorehabilitation (Lotze and Cohen, 2006) and neural 
interfaces (Mulder, 2007) may benefit from utilizing positive interactions between mental preparation 
and MI performance. 
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 Figure 1 Experimental design: An example of the trial layout showing a preparatory stimulus in which 
the sequence of a thumb-finger opposition task is given (e.g. 2-2-5-3-4) followed by motor execution 
(ME) indicated by the word MOVE. Preparation phase (10 sec): with versus without preparatory 
stimuli; production phase (15 sec): motor execution (MOVE) or motor imagery (IMAGE) alternating 
with rest phases (15 s). 
 
Figure 2 Top-view: schematic of light sources (L1, L2, L3, and L4) and detectors (D1, D2, D3, and D4) 
on the sensor. The centre of the sensor was positioned presumably covering position F3 according to 
the 10-20 system (Jaspers, 1958). Three channels were considered for analysis. D1-L1 was 
positioned in cranial direction, D4-L4 in caudal direction. 
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Figure 3 Graph plot presenting the averaged time course over all subjects (N=15) of the whole 
experimental trial including preparation and production phase for mean ∆[O2Hb] changes shown over 
channel 1-3 for each condition (NoPrep-ME (light blue) and Prep-ME (dark blue), NoPrep-MI (light red) 
and Prep-MI (dark red)). After the rest phase (15 sec, white), onset of stimulation phase (green): 
preparation phase (S1) from 0-10 sec, production phase (S2) from 10-25 sec; two time windows are 
marked used for the ANOVA calculations and the bar plots shown in Fig. 5. (NoPrep = without 
preparatory stimuli, Prep = with preparatory stimuli, ME = motor execution, MI = motor imagery). 
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Figure 4 Graph plot presenting the time course of a single sample subject of mean [O2Hb] and [HHb] 
changes (µmol/l) for each condition; only shown for channel 1. After the rest phase (15 sec, white), 
onset of stimulation phase (green): preparation phase (S1) from 0-10 sec, production phase (S2) from 
10-25 sec. (NoPrep = without preparatory stimuli, Prep = with preparatory stimuli, ME = motor 
execution, MI = motor imagery). 
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 Figure 5 Bar plots of mean ∆[O2Hb] profile (μmol/l ± SE) for the preparation phase (Top) and the 
production phase (Bottom) taken from the time windows (last 3 sec of preparation phase; 4th-7th sec of 
production phase) marked in Fig. 3; over all subjects for each condition in channels 3 (blue), 2 (green) 
and 1 (brown). (NoPrep = without preparatory stimuli, Prep = with preparatory stimuli, ME = motor 
execution, MI = motor imagery). Relevant differences between conditions calculated with paired t-test 
(CI 95%; p = 0.05) are highlighted with (*). 
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 Figure 6 Scatter plot of the mean [O2Hb] changes (µmol/l) for each single subject (N=15) in channel 
1for each condition (Prep-ME, NoPrep-ME, Prep-MI, NoPrep-MI). Correlations between task modes 
(TOP) and preparatory stimuli (BOTTOM) are shown for each pair. 
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Table 1 Repeated three-way measures ANOVA for mean ∆[O2Hb] and ∆[HHb] per subject for the 
preparation phase (TOP) and production phase (BOTTOM) between the paired factors ‘Task’ (ME vs 
MI), ‘Preparation’ (Prep vs NoPrep), and ‘Channels’ (inter-channels), p = 0.05, Bonferroni correction. 
No interaction effects between these factors were observed. Significant values are highlighted with (*); 
dof = degrees of freedom, F-ratio and p-value. 
Preparation phase [O2Hb] [HHb] 
 dof F-ratio  p-value  F-ratio  p-value  
Task (ME x MI) 1, 14 0.09 p = 0.775 0.74 p = 0.403 
Preparation (Prep x NoPrep)  1, 14 5.50 p = 0.034* 0.156 p = 0.698 
Channels (inter-channels) 2, 28 5.71 p = 0.009* 1.11 p = 0.344 
Production phase [O2Hb] [HHb] 
 dof F-ratio  p-value  F-ratio  p-value  
Task (ME x MI) 1, 14 5.38 p = 0.017* 0.13 p = 0.725 
Preparation (Prep x NoPrep)  1, 14 5.93 p = 0.002* 2.04 p = 0.175 
Channels (inter-channels) 2, 28 5.04 p = 0.023* 0.61 p = 0.550 
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hlighted with (*). 
Table 2 Mean ∆[O2Hb] and ∆[HHb] (µmol/l ± SE) and paired t-test (t-stat; p-values) between 
[O2Hb]rest, [HHb]rest and [O2Hb]stim, [HHb]stim for the preparation phase (TOP) and production phase 
(BOTTOM) in each condition over all subjects (N = 15) and channels 1-3 of the contralateral left 
hemisphere during performance of motor execution (ME) and motor imagery (MI) with (Prep) and 
without (NoPrep) preparatory stimuli. Significant values are hig
Preparation phase NoPrep-ME Prep-ME NoPrep-MI Prep-MI 
mean ∆[O2Hb]  
(t-stat; p-value) 
0.099 ± 0.043 
(t = -2.29; p = 0.023*) 
0.237 ± 0.048 
(t = -4.92; p ≤ 0.001*) 
0.092 ± 0.057 
(t = -1.59; p = 0.112) 
0.271 ± 0.054 
(t = -5.02; p ≤ 0.001*) 
mean ∆[HHb]  
(t-stat; p-value) 
-0.030 ± 0.011 
(t = -2.84; p = 0.005*) 
-0.020 ± 0.013 
(t = -1.59; p = 0.114) 
-0.036 ± 0.013 
(t = -2.92; p = 0.004*) 
-0.027 ± 0.011 
(t = -2.57; p = 0.011*) 
     
Production phase NoPrep-ME Prep-ME NoPrep-MI Prep-MI 
mean ∆[O2Hb]  
(t-stat; p-value) 
0.301 ± 0.045 
(t = -6.57; p ≤ 0.001*) 
0.382 ± 0.048 
(t = -7.91; p ≤ 0.001*) 
0.151 ± 0.054 
(t = -2.81; p = 0.006*) 
0.352 ± 0.052 
(t = -6.83; p ≤ 0.001*) 
mean ∆[HHb]  
(t-stat; p-value) 
0.006 ± 0.013 
(t = -0.491; p = 0.624) 
-0.009 ± 0.013 
(t = 0.654; p = 0.514) 
0.024 ± 0.015 
(t = -1.66; p = 0.098) 
-0.013 ± 0.014 
(t = 0.954; p = 0.341) 
 
 
